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Mean error of a function of intermediary unknowns and observations 
which are not the subject of adjustment in the system 

In the paper the formula for equation of the observation correction is introduced, which also 
includes observation terms, which are not the subjects of adjustment. The system of such type of 
correction equations is the basis for calculation of intermediary unknowns, which are not only the 
function of observations being the subjects of adjustment, but also of observations, which are not 
deformed by corrections. The paper presents proofs of formulae for calculation of mean errors of 
intermediary unknowns and functions of those unknowns for a considered case. An important general 
conclusion results from those proofs: both, the mean en-or of the ith unknown, and the mean error of 
the function of unknown, obtained from the discussed system of equations can not be smaller than the 
corresponding error obtained form a system, which does not include those observations. 

Presented formulae may be used in the case of adjustment of a connected network to higher 
order points, which co-ordinates are considered as observations, which are not the subjects of 
adjustment. Therefore we assume them as constant in a narrower range, i.e. we assume constancy of 
their values after adjustment; however their mean errors are considered in accuracy analysis. 

Derived formulae may be also used for calculation of mean errors of explicitly determinable 
geodetic constructions connected to known points, if the influence of mean errors of co-ordinates of 
those points on the mean error of a given function of unknowns is to be considered. 

Let us assume that adjustment of n observations L0
b is performed in order to determine s

unknown X, with the use of a procedure of the intermediary method. However, besides 
unknowns L0

\ X, observation equations contains also r observations C ob, which are not the 
subject of adjustment. Having mean errors m of observations L°\ which are to be adjusted and 
mean errors M of observations C 0\ which are not the subject of adjustment, we will intend to 
derive formulae for the mean error of the ith unknown X; and the function E = E(X, C ob) of 
unknowns X and observations C 0\ which are not the subject of adjustment. Therefore, the idea 
is to consider the mean errors M of observations Cob in accuracy analysis after adjustment of 
the system. 

Let us consider the ith observation equation of the discussed type: 

L;" = F;(Xl'X2,·",xz,Ci°b,C;b, ... ,C,0b) (1) 
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where:
i= 1,2, ... , n (2) 

and L~ is the ith adjusted observation.

Let us assume that we know approximate values of Xjo, Cq0· (j = 1,2, ... ,s ; q = 1,2, ... ,r) of
unknowns X and observations C, which are differ from the proper values by Xj, cą, i.e.:

(3)

For the initial values Xjo, Cq0 we will develop the function F; into the Taylor series:

aF aF aF
L'v =F(X,o,X20,···,X o,C,o,C?Q,···,c o,)+--' x, +--' X2 + ... +--' X +

I I z - r ax ax ax S
I 2 s 

aF aF st:+--' C1 +--' C1 + ... +--' C ac, ee, ac, r

(4) 

We will introduce the symbols:

Remembering that the adjusted observation is the sum of the observation and the observation
correction

L: = Lob +v 
I I I 

(6) 

and having

(7) 

basing on (4), we will obtain the equation of the ith correction in the form:

which free term

(8) 

(9) 

is the function of r terms of observation terms cą, which have the mean errors Mą, and of one
observation term I; of he mean error m;. 
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We will equalise this equation in the following way: First of all, components of its both 
sides will be divided by the mean error of the ith observation m;, and then every transformed 
coefficient, which occurs with the variable Cą will be multiplied by Mą, cą will be divided by 
M4. Thus, the following equation will be obtained: 

The following symbols will be introduced: 

v a b s l
V;=-'; Ai=-'; Bi=-'; ... ; Si=-'; Li=-' ; 

mi mi mi mi mi 
(11)

which allow to write the equalised, ith correction equation in the form: 

and, similarly, n such equations: 

vi= Alxl + B1X2 + + Slxs +Alei+ ĄC2 + A,C, + L, 
v2 = Ąxl + B2X2 + + S2xs + BICI + B2C2 + ... + BrC, + ½ 

(12)

(13) 

Marking of the following cracovians: 

-- - 
v1 X1 AIBI ... Sl LI cl AIĄ ...A,

-- - 

V= 
v2 X2

;A= 
A2B2 ...S2

;L= 
L2

;C= 
c2 ;B= BIB2 ... B,

(14);x= 
............... . ...............

V,, A11B11 ••• S" t; C, -- - 
XS NIN2 ...N,

allow to present the equalised system of correction equation in the following way: 

V= xrA+CrB+L (15) 
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where the free term U of the above cracovian equation 

U= CrB+L (16) 

is a block of n rows and r+ 1 columns. Therefore we may simplify the notation of the relation: 

V =xrA+ U (17) 

The normal equations, based on ( 17) have the form 

xA2 + UA = O (18) 

and they have the solution 

x =-UA(A2t1 
or, after association 

(19) 

Remembering the known notation 

T = (A2t1 rA (20) 

we have 

x=-UT (21) 

i.e., after taking (16) into account 

x =-(CrB+LJf =-CrBT-LT 

or 

x = -C(TB )-LT (22) 

The above formula presents unknowns x as functions of equalised observation terms C, L. 
Since 
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the ith unknown is obtained by multiplication the observation cracovian C by the ith column of 
the product TB and by adding the product of the observation cracovian L by the ith column of 
the cracovian T; so we can write the formula for the mean error of the ith unknown: 

It may be simply justified, that 

so: 

therefore we can write 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

If observations, which are not the subject of adjustment, do not occur in correction 
equations, the first term disappears and the known relation is obtained: 

(26) 

It turns out that the mean error of the ith unknown obtained from adjustment of the system, 
where observations, which are not the subject of adjustment appear, cannot be smaller than the 
mean error obtained from the system in which such observations do not occur. 

The formula (26) will be used when the coefficient m0 is obtained from equalised 
corrections 

(27) 

However, in the case of initial accuracy analysis, when exact values of mean errors assumed for 
equalising are considered, the following formula will be used 

mxi = [(TB); ]2 + [(A 2 )-1 L (28) 

since m0 = 1 in this case. 
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Let us now assume that the following function is given 

(29) 

which is the function of intermediary unknowns X and observations C0
b which are not the 

subject of adjustment. For already assumed initial values XjO, Cq0 and after considering of 
relations (3) it will be developed into Taylor's series 

aE aE oE +--b c, +--b C2 + ... +--b Cac0 se: ac0 
rI 2 r

(30) 

The following notations will be introduced 

which will allow to write (30) in the following form 

(32) 

E0 is the constant, which does not influence the error of the function E. We will equalise the 
function E, writing it in the form, which does not contain E0

. C1 C2 CrE=J,x, + f2x, + ... + f x +g,M,-+g7M,-.... +g M (33) 
- s s M - -M r rM

I 2 r

Considering the assumed notation 

CC =-ą
ą M

q

(34) 

and introducing the new notation 

(35) 

we will obtain the following expression for calculation of E

(36) 
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Notation of function cracovians 

(37) 

enables the cracovian notation of the function E 

E =xf +CG (38) 

After substitution of (22) which expresses x as the function of C, L we will obtain 

E = -{C(TB)- LT}f +CG= -C(TB)f - LTf +CG= C{G-f(BT)}- L(frT) 

So, we have 

and knowing, that 

we obtain the following formula for calculating me 

(39) 

Obviously, in the case of initial accuracy analysis we will use the following formula 

(40) 

We should note that when observations, which are not the subject of adjustment do not occur in 
the system, G = O and B = O; from (39) the known formula for the mean error of the function of 
intermediary unknowns is obtained 

(41) 

It turns out from here, that the mean error of unknowns and observations, which are not 
being adjusted, cannot be smaller than the mean error of unknowns. 

The above procedure can be also applied for systems, which are explicitly determined, if 
from the set of observations s + r, s observations may be selected, for which it is possible to 
arrange s observation equations of (1) type, out of which the ith equation presents the 
observation L; (one observation) as the function of X, C, i.e. L;0b = F; (X, C). 

Although the issue apparently remains in the sphere of abstraction, developed formulae may 
be used for analysis of accuracy of the network connected to points of the higher order, after 
adjustment performed with the use of the intermediary method, as well as for determination of 
mean errors of functions of unknowns in constructions, which can be explicitly determined, 
basing on given points. If, keeping unchanged values of co-ordinates of such points, we would 
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like to consider their influence on interesting functions of variables, co-ordinates of tie points 
should be assumed as observations, which are not the subject of adjustment. The algorithm is 
slightly complicated, however it may become significantly useful in some cases. 

In practice, the problem relies upon arrangement of correction equations of real 
observations, with the consideration of co-ordinates of tie points as variables and with such 
sequence of unknowns in the system of correction equation, that unknowns related to points 
being determined and to tie points occur separately. After equalisation of the system according 
to the described procedure, the normal equations are arranged basing on A, L blocks and the 
block B, which concerns "non-adjusted" observations, i.e. co-ordinates of tie points, is used 
only in the course of calculation of mean errors of given functions. It is obviously correct, 
when, in the development into Taylor's series, co-ordinates of given points are assumed as 
equal to catalogue values, what usually happens. The procedure is illustrated by the following 
examples. 

E x a m p I e 1. 3 levelling lines were measured between points O and 3 and the following 
values of height differences and corresponding mean errors were obtained: 

h1 = 1001 m m1 = 0.5 mm 
h2 = 1998 m m2 = 2 mm 
h3 = 2999 m m3 = 0.5 mm 

2 

Fig. 1 
Levels of tie benchmarks O and 3 and their mean errors are equal to 

Zo = 10000 mm 
Z3 = 16000 mm 

M0=2mm 
M3 = 0.5 mm 
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To adjust this system by means of the intermediary method, with the assumption of stability of 
tie points and to calculate mean errors of unknown heights Z1 and ~, considering errors of 
levels of benchmarks Zo, Z1 and the mean error of the difference in height L1 = ~ - Z3• 

Approximate heights of points are equal to 

Z10 = I 1000 mm 
~o= 13000 mm 

We assume that levels of tie benchmarks are observations of known mean errors, which are not 
the subject of adjustment. Approximate values of those observations are assumed as equal to 
catalogue values, i.e. to given values, and correction equations will be arranged considering 
height intervals of tie benchmarks. The initial, non-adjusted system will have the form 

v1 = lz1 + 0z2 - Izo+ 0z3 +I 
v2 = -Iz, + 0z2 + 0Zo + 0z3 +2 
v3=0z1- lz2+0zo+ lz3-l 

This system will be written in the simplified form 

i Z1 Z2 Zo Z3 I 
I I o -1 o I 
2 -1 1 o o 2 
3 o -1 o I -1 

Since approximate values of non-adjusted observations are equal to "observed", i.e. catalogue 
values, so intervals zo, z3 are equal to zero, therefore two initial columns, assigned to unknowns 
z1. z2 and the column of free terms of the following equalised system will be used for 
specification of the normal equations: 

i Zt Z2 zo Z3 I 
I 2 o --4 o 2 
2 -0.5 0.5 o o I 
3 o -2 o I -2 

in which the following blocks may be distinguished: 

They enable to solve the problem, since 
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thus the unknowns may be easily obtained 

{
Z1} 1 {7}{17 1} 1 1128} f- 0.8889} 
z = - 144 9 1 17 = - 144 160 = 1- 1.1111 

not leaving the known algorithm of the intermediary method. However, mean errors of 
unknowns Z1• Z3 will be calculated in an untypical way. Calculations should be based on 
cracovians T and TB. 

{ 
68 4} { 17 1} T=(A2f1rA=-1 f17 l}_!_f4 -1 o}=-1- -16 16 =-1 -4 4 

7211 17 21 o 1 - 4 144 36 
- 4 -68 - 1 -17 

{ 
17 1 }{-4 o} TB = _l - 4 4 O O = _l f - 68 - 4 } 

36 361- 1 -17 
-1-17 01 

which allow to calculate mean errors of unknowns 

{ l }? } 2 2 1 - 68 - 17 2 2 
m 1 =m0 -? +- =m0(3.5687+0.2361)=3.8048m0 

z 36- - 1 72 

{ l }2 } 2 2 1 - 4 17 2 2 m 2 =m0 -2 +- =m0(0.2353+0.2361)=0.4614m0 
z 36 - 17 72 

Since equalised corrections have the values 

Vi= 0.2222; V2 = 0.8889; Vi= 0.2222 

we can calculate the coefficient m0 

vv = .Jo.8889 = o.9428 
3-1 
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and the values of mean errors of unknowns 

mz1 = 1.8390 ;mz2 = 0.6473 

may be easily calculated. 
Calculation of the mean error of the function L1 requires specification of function cracovians. 

Since 

so 

a11 11 - = O; - = l; --Hf = {O 1} az, az, 

a11 a11 -=-l;-=0;--Hg={-1 O} 
Z0 az 

we have to equalise the cracovian g 

r G = {-2 o} 
Now the components of the formula (39) may be calculated 

1 {o}{- 68 -1} 1 {- 4 } 
f(BT) = 36 1 - 4 -17 = 36 -17 

1 1- 72} 1 {- 4 } 1 {- 68} G-£BT -- -- -- ( )- 36 O 36 -17 - 36 17 

{G-f(BT)}2 =3.7909 

2 1 1 f 0}{17 1}{0} 1 J 1 }{o} 17 f(A r f = 7211 1 17 1 = 72117 1 = 72 =0.2361 

After substitutions we will obtain 

m~ = m~ (3.7909+0.2361)=1.8920 
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The advantage of this procedure is maintenance the standard dimension sxs of the table A 2 

and the scope of usefulness of the algorithm, which allows to use it for the analysis of accuracy 
of adjusted systems as well as of systems, which are explicitly determined. It disadvantage is 
related too complicated equalisation and the necessity to calculate transforming cracovians. 

E x a mp I e 2. In a given open polygon the mean error of the tie benchmark no O is equal 
to M0 = 2 mm and mean errors of observations, h1, h2 are equal to m1= 0.5 mm and m2 = 
2 mm, respectively. To calculate the mean errors of the following functions: 

1) of the Z1, Zi heights of the benchmarks no l and 2, 
2) of the difference in height L1 = Zi-Zo of the benchmarks no 2 and O, 
3) of the difference in height d = Z2-Z1 of the benchmarks no 2 and 1, 

considering the influence of the error of he tie benchmark. 
2 

o 

Fig. 2 

The construction may be explicitly determined and the problem aims at calculation of mean 
errors of the mentioned functions. So we arrange equations of intervals of observations h;,
making the height of the tie benchmark variable 

i Z1 Z2 Zo m; 
1 l o -I 0.5 
2 -1 l o 2 

2 Ma

The system will be equalised and we will obtain after equalisation 

i Z1 Z2 Zo m; 
1 2 o -4 0.5 
2 -0.5 0.5 o 2 

2 Mn
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The following blocks will be distinguished in this system: 

A=]:_{ 4 O}·B={-4} 
2 -1 1 ' O 

and we will obtain 

A 2 = ]:_ {17 -1}· A 2 _1 = ]:_ {l l} 
4 -1 1 ,( ) 4 1 17 

2 I 1 {1 1} 1 {4 -1} 1 {4 4} 1 {} 1 } 
T = (A r rA = 4 1 17 2 O 1 = 8 O 16 = 2 O 4 

So, according to (28) we obtain 

m~I =[(TB)1]2+[(A2r1J11 =(-2)2 +l/4=17/4; ➔ mzl =10 /2 

m~2 = [(TB)2]2 +[(A 2r1
]22 = (-2)

2 + 17 / 4 = 33/ 4; ➔ mz2 =✓'33 I 2 

Calculation of the mean error of the function 

requires calculation of function cracovians f,g 

cJL1 - O . cJL1 - 1 . az
1 
- 'az, - ' f= {~} 

:: = -1; g = {- 1} 
o 

Cracovian g is equalised by multiplication of its only element by the mean error of the 
variable Zo 
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G={-2} 

G-f(BT) = {-2}-{~}{:}{-2}= {-2}+{2}= {O} 

m~ =17/4 mLJ =1012 
Similarly the mean error of the function 

is calculated 

::, =-I; ::, = I; f = ta; ::, =0; g ={O}, G ={O} 

so, as it may be seen, the cracovian G disappears and then 

so 

? 1 { o}{-1} mj = 4 16 1 = 4; md = 2 

In the case of the discussed, open levelling polygon, calculations may be controlled with the 
direct use of Gauss law. Then we will obtain 
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Results (in millimetres!) are identical, of course, with results obtained earlier.
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Błąd średni funkcji niewiadomych pośredniczących i obserwacji nie podlegających wyrównaniu w układzie

Streszczenie

W artykule wyprowadzono wzór na równanie poprawki obserwacji, w którym występują również wyrazy
obserwacyjne spostrzeżeń nie podlegających wyrównaniu. Układ tego typu równań poprawek stanowi podstawę
obliczenia niewiadomych pośredniczących, które są nie tylko funkcjami obserwacji podlegających wyrównaniu, lecz
także obserwacji, których nie zniekształcono poprawkami. Praca zawiera dowody formul na obliczenie błędów
średnich niewiadomych pośredniczących i funkcji tych niewiadomych dla rozważanego przypadku. Wynika z nich
ważny wniosek ogólny: zarówno błąd średni i-tej niewiadomej, jak i funkcji niewiadomych uzyskanych z omawianego
typu równań nie może być mniejszy od odnośnego błędu uzyskanego z układu, w którym te obserwacje nie występują.

Podane wzory można wykorzystać w przypadku wyrównanie sieci dowiązanych do punktów wyższej klasy,
których współrzędne traktujemy jako obserwacje nie podlegające wyrównaniu. Przyjmujemy je więc za stale w
węższym zakresie tj. zakładamy niezmienność ich wartości po wyrównaniu, jednak ich błędy średnie uwzględniamy w
analizie dokładności.

Wyprowadzone formuły można również wykorzystać do obliczania błędów średnich jednoznacznie wyznaczanych
konstrukcji geodezyjnych dowiązanych do punktów znanych, jeśli się chce uwzględnić wpływ błędów średnich ich
współrzędnych na błąd średni danej funkcji niewiadomych.
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AJ1eKcaHOep Crypnunectcu 

Cpenaas 1rna11paTH'leCK3!1 ou11161;:a <j,y11K1111ii npoerescyro-rusrx IICll3BCCTllblX 

li 11a6mo11e1111ii He nonseprasourax Bblp3BIIIIB3lllll0 B CHCTIICMC 

Pe110Me

B crari,e ausenena cpopMyna ypaauaenua nonpaaxn ua6mo11em1ii, B xoropoii npHCyYCTBYJOT TOlKe

uaómonarenscxue '!ne11b1 He nonaepraiouiae ypaanemoo. Cncreua Toro THna ypasneauii nonpaaox asnsercs

OCHOBOH nns Bbl'IHCneHHl! npoMe;KyYO'IHb!X HeH3BeCTHb!X, KOTOpb!e l!Bnl!JOTCl! He TOJlbKO cpyHKU!ll!MH H36JlJO/leHHH

nonaepratouiax ypaanemuo, HO roace Ha6nJ011eHHH, KOTOpb!e 11e 6b!JJH 11ecpopMHpOB3Hbl rtonpaaxasus. B paćore

npencraanenu /IOK333TenbCTBa cpopMyn Bbl'IHCJleHHl! cpenunx KBa11paTH'!eCKHX ow1160K npoaexyro-mux 
11eH3BeCTHblX 11 cpyHKUHH 3THX Hel13BeCTHb!X nnx paCCMaTp1183eMOfO cnysas. 113 HHX ssrrexaer 04ellb 83;1(HblH 061UHH

Bb!B0/1; KaK cpenuss KBa11paT1t4eCKal! OWH6Ka 11-0H HeH3BCCTHOH, TaK H cpyHKUHH HeH3BCCTllblX, nonyseaaux H3

oficyxnaeaoro runa ypaanenuii, He MO;l(eT nony-nrrscs MeHbWei1 4eM COOTBeTCTBYJOWal! ow116Ka, nonyseauas C

CHCTeMbl, B xoropoii 3TH Ha6mo11eHHl! He np11cyrCTBYIOT.

TTOXQ;l(lle cpopMyJJbl MOfYT 6b!Tb HCllOJlb3083Hbl B cnysae ypaBHH83HHl! CeTH, npHBl!33HHblX K nysxra« sucurcro

pana, K KOOp/lHH3TaM KOTOpb!X llO/IXO/IHM K3K K 11a6mo11eHHl!M He nonaeprarounw ypaBHHeHHJO. Cne11osaTeJ1bHO

npHHHMaeM, 4TO OHH nocrosuuu B 6onee Y3KOM o6beMe, T.e. npHHHMaeM nOCTOl!l!CTBO HX BCJ111'111H nocne ypasuenax,

0/IH3KO HX cpe11H11e xaanparu-recxae OWH6KH Y411TbIBaeM B auanase TO'IHOCTH.

Buaeneuuue cpopMyJlbl MOryT 6b!Tb TO;Ke HCllOJlb30831!hl nns Bbl' IIICJle!Hll! cpenuux KBanpaTH'leCKHX ow1160K

0/IH031!3'1HO onpeneneunsrx reonean-recxax KOHCTpyKUHH, npHBl!331111blX K H3DeCHlblM nyHKTaM, KOr11a XO'leTCl!

Y4HTbl83Tb BJJHl!HHe cperuni x Ksa11paT1t4eCKHX ow1160K KOop11tt11aT 3THX KOHCTpyKUHii 11a cpem110JO KBa11paT11YecKy10

0WH6Ky /13HHOH cpyHKUHH lłCH3BCCTlłblX.


